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ANO~IALOUS ELECTRON PRODUCTION IN 1lIE 

LeAD-GLASS WALL EXPERIMENT AT SPEAR 

Ronald J. Madaras 
Lawrence Berkeley Labo,ratory 

University"of €"Hfomra-'---' 
Berkeley, Califo1'l\ia 94720 :, 

LBL-6766 

In this talk I will present the latest results of the Lead-Glass Wall 

Collaborationl on anomalous electron produ~i~n2 in -,electron-positron annihi

lations at SPEAR at center-of-mass energies from 3.77 to 7.4 GeV. This ex-

periment, having SLAC number SP-26, ran at SPEAR from October 1976 through 

June 1977. The data were collected with the SLAC-LBL Mark I magnetic detec

tor,3 which was modified by the addition of a lead-glass dtitector for im-

proved electron and photon identification. 

Anomalous electrons in electron-positron anriTIi11'ations can come from at 

" least two possible sources: '-, 

1. Heavy lepton production and decay: For example, 

+ - + e e -+ L + 

I .. e+v V 
e T 

T 

I .. )J-VIJV, 

1tVT 

p-v, 

(1) 

Evidence for the heavy lepton, " was first fOl!Dd by' M. L. Ppr.14,5 in 1975, 

and has been confirmed by further experiments at SPEAR6- 9 and at DORIS. 10-13 

The predicted branching ratios for various decay modes of the heavy lepton can 

be found in Table 1. 14 It is Seen that the heavy lepton- decays intq, a single . 

charged particle about 85% of the time, so that most of the events of type (Ii 

above ... ill have only two charged particles in the final state. 
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Predict~d branching ratios for a '[ charged lepton of mass 1.9 QlV!c , 

an associated neutrino mass of 0.0, and V-A weak interaction coupling.14 

Decay mode 

e- Ve liT 

)J- ~ liT 

21'- U'T 

K- y 
'[ 

'p- v
T 

1(* V
T 

Ai vT 

(hadron continuum) -v'[ 

Branching ratio 

0.20 

0.20 

0.11 

0.01 

0.22 

0.01 

0.07 

0.18 

NUIlIber of charged 
narticles in final state 

I, 3 

1, 3, 5 

2. Charmed particle production and decay: For example, 

e.~e- + D + 

L eKv 
eK"·'V 

D + n • hadrons (n;:;' 0) 

I ... KlI 
K1I1I 

(2) 

It is expected that most of the events of this type will have four or more charged 

particles in the final state. For example, at the lJi(3772f S where DO with no o<her 

had,rons is produced, about 90% of the events of type (2) "ill contain four or more 

charged particles. At higher center-of-mass energies, where 0"0* or 0*0*1111 are 

produced, the percentage is higher. Of course, even when four particles are 

produc~d, fewer might be detected because the detector does,,' t cover the full 

4;' ~rsolid angle. ,. , 

. Thus in our analysis, we have divided up the anomalous electron events 

. int~'. two ~~'!~~es: 
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Two-prong events of the type e + + e - .. e± + / + n • Y 

or e± + hi' + n • y, with n;> 0 (I. ;: hadron). Two, and only two, charged 

particles are detected. 

Multiprong events of the type e+ + e- .> e± + ~ 2 charged particles) 

+ n • y, with n ;> O. Here at least three charged particles are detected. 

lYe analyze these two classes of events separately in order to separate 

the charm and heavy lepton signals, as we have seen above that heavy lepton 

ev~nts of t}'Pe (1) will mainly be two-prong events and that charm events of 

type (2) wi 11 mainly be mul tiprong events. 

In Section II of this talk I will describe the lead-glass detector, and 

in Section III I will discuss the details of the identification of electrons 

using this detector. In Section IV I will di scuss the t·esult.s of the analy~is 

of the tIm-prong events, ,,,d give our values for the branching ratios 

B(T .. e '~e\lT) and BeT" h + neutrals). In Section V I will discuss the 

results of the analysis of the mul tip rang events, and give both the semi-

lept'mic branching ratio of the charmed D meson intc· electrons and the semi-

lept.onic branching ratio of "charmed particles" into electrons fOl" various 

clectron-posi tron center-af-mass energies. 

II. LEAD- GlASS !1ALL DETECTOR 

In order to improve the identification of electrons, we have replaced 

one octant of the magnet return yoke of the SLAC-LBL Mark I magnetic detector 

with two layers of lead-glass coooters interspersed with magnetostrictive 

spark chambers. These are shown schematically in Figure I, and in more detail 

in Figure 2. The shower counters which were in that octant have been replaced 

by 1. 9 em-thick scintillation coooters. The lead-glass system consists of: 

1. a 2 X 26 array of lead-glass "active converters" (Ae), 3.3 Xo deep, 

having dimensions 10 x 11 x 90 em, followed by: 



HUON SPARK 
CHA/'.BERS 

MUON TOWER 
~. 

Fig. 1 

.... COHCRETE 
~ .......... ~~~;;;:a;~::r ABSORBER 

Exploded view of the SLAC-LSL Mark I m.".",tic 
detector with the addition of the Ler.d-Glass 
Wall Detector. 

I 
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LEVEL 3::S:-=====-

CONCR~TE ABSORBER 

CONCRETE ABSORBER 

I meter 

The SLAC-LBL Mark I magnetic detectcr with the addition 
of the Lead-Glass Wall Detector, in a view along the 
beam line. The two proportional chambers around the 
beam pipe 3I}d the trigger counters a.-e not shown. 
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2. a 14 x 19 array of lea,J-glass "back-block counters" (BB), 10.S Xo 

deep, having dimensions 15 x 15 x 32 cm, and 

3. a set of three I18gnetostu<.dve spark chambers. 

Each active converter (bael< block) lead-glass counter was viewed 

through a lucite lightguide by an EMI 3.5" 9531 R (5" 9618 R) photomultiplier 

tube. The Mode signal from each counter was sent to an ADC in a LIIL Large

Scale Digitizer sy,~em,16 and the dynude signals of the counters were sununed 

in rows and us~d for tricgering. Both lead-glass arrays were kept in closed 

boxes "here temperatures "ere kept constant. The lead-glass system covered 

polar angles 60· < e < 120· and azimuthal angles _20' < rjJ < 20·, and thus 

covered ~ 6% of 41T sr solid angle.17 

The lead-glass cOlDlters were initially calicrated to an accuracy of ~ 10% 

by using several radioactive sources. These sources were small thallium 

doped NaI scintillat,ion crystals diffused with Americium-24l, and they them-

selves were c'llibrated with several lead-glass counters in an electron beam at 

SLAC. The final calibration of the gains of all the lead-glass counters was 

done using electrons of known energy from Bhabha scattering events obtained 

during the data taking at SPEAR. With this methOd, the calibration constants 

of the counters are obtained by minimi zing the square of the energy resolution 

of the counters for the Bhabha events, with the constraint that the average 

energy deposited in tbe lead-glass is equal to the actual energy of the Bhabhas. 

This final calibration has an accuracy of about S%. The response of the 

lead-glass system (LGW) to a set of high-energy ~habha electrons (wbich were 

!!2!. used in the above calibra'tion) is shown in Figure 3. The ,energy reso

lution of the whole system is given by alE = 9VAr (E in GeV). This reso

lution is degraded from the intrinsic r!,solution of the counters of S%/Ar 

du~ to the presence of the 1 Xo aluminum coil of the Mark I magnet which is 

<:.: before ,the lead-glass system (see Figure 2). 
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o 2.0 

Distribution of the total energy. EL • measured in the 
whole lead-glass wall (back blocks ali'lr acti"Je converters) 
for electrons from Bhabha scattering (e+e- + e+e-). EBEAM 
is 3.2-3.7 GeV. The energy resolution is DE IELGW = 5.1%. 

LGli 
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In order to keep the energy resolution of the whole system of lead

glass counters const~t over the tell-month life of the experiment, one has 

to accurately monitor the gains of each of the 318 counters during this 

time. ,This has been successfully achieved with an LaO monitoring ~ysteJi)18 

which has tracked the gains of the lead-glass counters throughout the ex

p~riment with a precision of 1-2%. This system is shown schematically in 

Figure 4. The light source is a single high-intensity yellow LED, and the 

light is transmitted to each of the count~rs via low-attenuation plastic 

optical fibers. The LED light is mORitol-ed using a reference scintilhtion 

counter, whose gain is known from frequent 241 Am-NaI source and cosmic ray 

meaSlal'ements. 

III. HECnON IDENTIFICATION USING THE LEAD GI.ASS IVALL DETECTOR 

A.~. The identification of a particle that enters the Lead-Glass 

Wall (LGW) is based on its time-of-flight and on the energy deposited in each 

of the two layers of lead-glass counters. To identify a particle as an 

electron candidate we require: 

1. The particle's: momentum, as measured in the Mark I detector, 

is greater than 300 MaV/e for multiprong events and 400 MeV/c for two··prong 

events. 

2. The measured time-of-flight of the particle agrees with that 

expected for an electron within twD standard deviations (0.8 ns) . This 

reduces the background from misidentification of kaons and protons. 

3. The particle is within the fidUCial volume of lead-glass. 

4. No other charged or neutral particles in the LGII' are nearby. 

5. Th~ energy deposited in the lead-glass back blocks (ESS) is 

greater than 10% .of the momentum of the particle. (This requirement only exists 

for the multiprong events.) 



Nor ro SCALE 

I 
LED LIGHT DISTRIBUTION 
BOX 

(Monsanto MV 5352 LED. 
12 position filter wheel) 

BUNDLE OF DUPONT PFX 0715 OPTICAL FIBER CABLES 
(each cable: 7 fibers, 10·17 It. lang) 

FAST 
LOGIC 

REFERENCE COUNTERS 
(Scintillator: f" 3"" 16" 
Sources: 2<1lAm-Nal; 100 Hz 
Photomultipliers: EMI 9531R) 

'. 
45° prism ---I.~ 

XBL 774-813 

Fig. 4 l\ schematic diagram of the LF~ monitorin!: system for the lead-glass counters. 
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6. ,The energy deposited in the lead-glass active converters (EAC) 

is substantially greater than the 80 MeV expected for a noninteracting particle: 

2-prol'g events: EAC' > ISO MeV 

Illultiprong events: EAC > Max '(150, 250 • p) 

where p is the ,particle oomentum in GeV/c 

7. The total energy deposited in the LGW (ELGW - EAC + EBB) is 

~pproxilll8telY equal to the momentum of the particle: 

2-prong events: 1. 50 > ELGW/p > a.65 

Illultiprong events: 1.50> ELGW/p :> Min[a.SO. O.6S+0.IS·(p-O.4}] 

(p in Gev/c) 

The requirements on the energies deposited in the lead-glass are more 

severe for the multiprong events than for the two-prong events. because the 

"hadro~ .background is a much la,rger fraction of the anoll!alous electron signal 

for"the rnultiprong events than for the two-pro,ng e~ents. 

B. Detection ,Efficiency. The LGW electron identification efficiency (e) 

for the above cuts on the energy, deposited ~n the lead-glass counters is 

. ~ea~ured using eiect~ons' from.··-the reactions e + e - -+ e + e - y and e + e - e'" e - . .111e5e 

events are found by requi':ing two {and only two} oppositely charged coplanar 

pa1iti~les whi~h haw; most of the missing llIOlllen,tum going along the beam direction. 
. ,. I -

In addition. we reqirlrethat there are no photons detected and that the particle 

"out~icle the LGW is determined to be, an electron by the Mark I detector. The 

'dete~ti?n'efficiency for,the electron in the LGW ,is ,measured to be: 

i,·, > 

e= 75% CP,,= 4~O MeV/c) to 98% (Pe>l.O GeV/c). 

with 8" = 89%. 

.. ultipr~g e~erit LGW" cuts: '8 '= 55% (Pe = 3?O MeV/c) to 90% (Pe>l. 0 GeV/c). 

'j withE - 75% 
"'.;, 

;-,.0,' 

, T1ie'det'action"'ilfflciency' is' ,,\"SUer for the:'LG\~ energy cuts appropriate for the 
."". ':, __ , ";"::. ' c" •• " ;" 

'" IlUltiPto:g,ev"ht~ tha;:, for,th~"tw,9"pron'g events., becuase the cuts are more severe 

~?' ,~e '!Iul t~,~r~~~rents:~(see,se~t~o~', '1 LI ~.J. 
~i.~ 

",-: 
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C. Backgrounds. Important backgrounds to the anomalous electron 

signal are: 

(a) 1IIl.sidentification of hadrons which interact in the magn"t 

coil or active converters so as to satisfy the above requirements on the 

energy deposited in the lead-glass, 

(b) pion and kaen decay, 

(c) photon conversior.. in the beampipe, pipe counters or MWPC 

(total of 0.052 Xo)' or Dalitz decays of ITo,S and Il'S, where both the electron 

and positron are detected by the Mark I detector. 

(d) asymmetric electron-positron pairs from photon conversions or 

Dali tz decays where one member of the pair is unobserved because its momentum 

is below the threshold for efficient detection in Mark I (_ 100 MeV/c). 

The background due to (c) is eliminated by rejecting electron 

candidates that have a small opening angle with a particle 01' opposite electric 

charge. 

I~e detennine the background due to (a). (b) and (d) at vario,,' 

center-of-mass energies in three steps: 

i) F'irst, at a center-of-mas~ energy where we think there is no 

anomr.lous electron production, We measure the fraction of particles in the LGW 

that pass all our cuts defining an electron. This we assume is our basic back

grmmd rate from (a), (0) and (d). We choose to do this at the 1/1(3095). as it 

is below threshold for charm and heavy lepton production. Using multihadronic 

events there, we find that 1.4% of aU the particles in the LGW which have a 

momentum of 300 MeV/c are identified as electrons. This fraction decreases with 

momentum to 0.4% per particle at 1.0 GeV/c. 

ii) Second, we assume that the background per particle in the LGW 

due to (a) and (b) does not change as we go from the 1/1(3095) to the highest 
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center-of"lIII~s energy of 7.4 GeV. This ass~mption is not crucial for (b), as 

,th.' h:lckgrollnd due to this source is estimated to be < 0.05% per particle. 

iii) Third. we determine the additional bac,kground rate from asym

metric photon conversions or Dalitz decays (Le. source (d» that we might 

have when we go to higher center-of-mas~ energies. This background rate can 

increase with the center-oi-mass energy due to increases in the number and 

energy of the photons and ,,0, s which are responsible for the background. This 

~ddi tiona! background rate was ,determined by measuring at several center-of

mass energies the converted e + e - pairs where both particles are detected. and 

then elttral'0lating,with a Monte Carlo program to the case where only one 

particle is detected. The results are below: 

,Background 
rate due to Cal. Addi tional background rate due to (d) . 
(b) and (d) as 

(% per particle in LGW) measured at 1jJ (3095) • 
Momentum (% per particle in 3.772 4.15 4.4-5.7 6.4-7.4 

(GeV/c) LGW) JGeV} (GeV) ~ ~ 

O.S 1.4% 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.4 

0.5 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 

0.7 0.7 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.1 

~.O 0.4 0 0 0 0.05 
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All of the above values for the background rates were obtained using the 

lead-glass wall energy cuts appropriate for the mul tiprong events (see Section 

III. A.). Using the looser LGW cuts appropriate for the two-prong, events, one 

finds that the background is at most 2.0% per pardc1e, for all momenta and 

center-of-mass energies. 

IV. TI'/O-PRONG EVENTS 

: •. Event Sample. We recall from Section I that the "two-prong" events 

are of the type: 

... ± '" e ... e + e + Il ... n y 

± ... h'" or e + n y 

with n;;' 0 

h a hadron 

Two, and only two. oppositely charged pnrtic1es are detected. One of them, the 

electron, is always identified in the lead-glass wall. The other particle is 

identified most of the time in the Mark I magnetic detector on the basis of, 

information from lead-scintilluor shower cOWlters and magnetostrictive spark 

chambers following the 20-cm-thick iron flux return of the magnet. 19 The 

detection efficiencies, E, and misidentification probabilities Pi + j (Le. the 

probabi.lity that a pardcle of type i is identified as type j) for the particles 

identified in the Mark I detector are measured with eey events, IlIlY events and 

hadronic events with" 5 charged particles. They are: 

P e+h 0.095 ± 0.020 E e = 0.89 ± 0.02 

Pe +}J 0.01 ± 0.01 ~ 0.58 ± 0.05 

P}J + h 0.03 ± 0.01 E}J 0.94 ± 0.02 

Ph + }J = 0.18 ± 0.01 

wi 11 present here the results of the two-prong event analysis for data 

taken in three 'different center-of-mass energy ranges: 20 
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E range e.m. 
Amerage F. c.m. I Ldt 

(GeV) (GeV) (Pb- l ) 

4.1-4.2 4.15 1.0 

4.4-5.7 4.9 2.7 

6.4-7.4 6.9 5.5 

The two-prong event analysis has not yet been completed for the data taken 

at the 1/1 (3772) . 

The two-prong events are selected using the following data cuts: 

1) The momentum oi the particl" in the lead-gIa55 wall is 

> 400 MeV/c. 

2) The particle in the le:.d- glass I<a11 is identified as an electron 

using the criteria discussed in Section IILA. for two-prong events. 

3) The other particle is oppositely charged, and its momentum is 

> 650 MeV/c to insure good identification in the Mark detector. 

4) The two charged particles are acoplanar about the incident 

beams by at least 20~ 

S1 The square of the missing mass. recoiling against the two charged 

particles is > 0.8, 1.1 or 1.S GeV2, for the center-of-mass energy ranges 4.1-

4.2, 4.4-5.7, and 6.4-7.4 GeV. 

The last two criteria are used to reduce the backgroWld from the QED 

r~action5 : e + e - -to e'" e - ~ e· e - 'Y and e'" e - e + e - • 

For the combined data from all three center-of-mass energy regipns, the 

;;umber of two-prong events which pass the above cuts is listed in Table II. 6 

f; ~. 

t\: 
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Table II. Two-pronu events, for the combined data from Ec . m• = 4.1-4.2, 

4.4-5.7, and 6.4-7.,\ GeY. See the above text for the event selection 

cri teria. The first: particle listed is always detected in the Lew· (here 

il hadron, hJ in the LrnV is any particle not identified as an electron). 

Ny is the detected number of y rays associated with the events. 

Observed event~ Background Corrected events 
N = 0 
Y 

Ny> 0 Ny = 0 N > 0 
Y 

Ny = 0 Ny > 0 

ell 21 8 0.4 1.4 21.6±6.4 3.7±4.5 

eh 12 19 3.0 9.1 20.5±9.6 24.2±12.9 

ee 23 71 32.1±6.9 100±14 

hh 38 122 66±13 213±30 

In Table II, the anomalous electron events are in the categories ell 

and eh, \.Ji th or without photons. The background for these events due to 

misidentification of ee and hh events is listed in columns 3 and 4. The 

last two colunms list the number of anomalous electron events after corrections 

for the hackground, the misidentifications among the anomalous events them-

selves, and the particle detection efficiencies. 

It is seen from the last two columns in Table II that there is a sig-

nificant signal for the anomalous ell(Ny=O) and ehCNl'0} events. I will now 

assume that these anomalous two-prong events come from the production and decay 

of a heavy lepton according to the processes shown in reaction (1) in Section I, 

and I wi.ll show that our data are consistent with thjs assumption. 21 

B. ell (Ny = 0) events. Assuming the el' events arise from the process: 

+ - + e e .... 'r + 

1-+ e+\) V-
e t 
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the' :luriler of corrected ell events with Ny '" 0 is given by: 

+ - +-
Nell" r Ldt aCe e -+'[' T ) 2 Be B~ Aell 

where: r Ldt = integrated luminosity 

Be (B
Il

) is the branching ratio for T -> e ve VT(1l v
ll 

VT) 

A 'is the acceptance of the apparatus for ell events. 21 
ell 

I , 

Assuming Be = B
ll

, we can calculate Be from our data. The results are ~iven 

in Table III for the three energy r,egions. 

Table III. Measured branching ratios
22 

BeCT -> e ve VT) and Bh(T -> single 

charged hadron + neutrals). The branching ratios have been calculated assuming 

Be " B
ll

, V-A coupling, a point production cross section for the T, m(T)=1.9 GeV, 

and m("T) = o. O. Only statistical errors are shown. 

E range Be(T->e"e V [) Dh (T -> single charged hadron" c.m. 
(GeV) (%1 

+ neutrals), (%) 

4.1 - 4.2 20.5 ± 8.2 36 ± 41 

4.4 - S.7 19.6 ± 5.2 48 :i 28 

6.4 - 7.4 23.2 ± 4.4 43 ±. 2S 

All three ranges 
combined 21.6 ± 3.1 43 ± 16 

The three values of Be are in good agreement,. showing that the energy 

dcpe"dence of ell'production is consistent with the heavy lepton hypothesis . 

. Combining the data and including an estimated 20% systematic error, we obtain: 22 

'8 (T -> e V ,,) = (21.6 ±S.3)% 
e.. e T . 
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This is in good agreement with previous measure ... nts4 ,8-11 and with the 

theoretical expectation of 20t.
23 

C. eh (Ny:;' 0) events 

Assuming tt.e eh events arise from the process: 

+ • 

1+ "T + "ingle charged hadron 

add:' tj ona I neutra Is 

+ possible 

the number of corrected events is given by: 

where: 

+.. '+" .. 
Neh = ! Ldt a(e e .. T T ) 2°Be Bh Aeh 

Neh is the sum of the eh events for Ny = 0 and Ny > 0 

! Ldt, a are the same as before 

Bh is the branching ratio for the decay , .. single charged hadron 

+ neutrals 

Aeh is the acceptance of the apparatus for eh events, 21 

calculated assuming only T .. 11 "" P \I, contribute to two-prong 

eh events. 11e expect these decays to contribute 73% of the 

decays T .. single charged hadron + neutrals. 23 

Using Be = (21.6 ± 5.3)%, which is the result from the previous section, we 

can calculate Bh from our data. The usults al'e given in Table III. Again, 

the three values of Bh are in good agreement. Combining the data and illcluding 

an estimated 20% systematic error, we obtain: 22 

1\(' .. single charged hadron + neutrals) = (43 ± 18)% 

This is in agreement wif:h the theoretical expectation of 45%.23 

D. Momentum and CopUnarity Distributions. Figures 5(a)-S(c) show the 

corrected momentum distributions for the hadrons, muons and electrons in all 

the anc)malous two-prong events, in terms of the variable r, defined as 

P - Po 
r = 

Pmax - Po 
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XBL 776-1241 

The'dist:dbudons of the 'momentum variable r ;; (p-Po)/ (PmalCPo) for 
a) the hadr»ns, b) the muons, and c) the electrons in the ell and eh 

. ,anOioalolis two-i'rong events.' In Cd): .'e have the coplanari ty angle 
distribution for 'all the anomalous two-prong events. Data from all 
,three 'energy regions have been combined. The curves show the expectea---
'distri!butions assuming heavy lepton production and decay.21 They are 
. normalized, to the 'total number of events in each plot. 
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P momentum of the particle 

Po cut-off momentum (0.4 Ge'f/c for electrons; O. 65 GeV/~ for 

muons and hadrons) 

maximum momentum allowed in ~ decay. 21 

Figure 5(d) sho"s the corrected coplanarity angle distribution for all the 

anomalous two-prong events. 

The curves in Figure 5 show the expected momentum and coplanari ty 

distributions assuming heavy lepton production and <'ecay.2l They arc normal-

ized to the total number of events in each plot. It is seen that the data arc 

consistent with the heavy lepton bypothesis. 

It should be stated again that in our measurement of the bldnching ratios 

we have assumed that a heavy lepton is the only source of the two-prong events, 

and have ignored a possible contribution from semi-leptonic decays of charrned 

particles. Thus, strickly speaking, the measured !,ranching ratios should be 

considered as upper limits. 

V. ~lULTIPRONG EVENTS24 

A. Event Sample. We recall from Section r that tht:: "multiprong" events 

are of the type: 

e + e - + e± + @t 2 charged particles) + n • y, with n ;;> 0 

At least three charged particles are detected, and the electron is always ident;-

fied in the lead-glass wall. 

I will present here the results of the rou! tiprong event analys; s for data 

taken in four different center-of-mass energy ranges: 25 

E range Average E ! Ldt c.m. c.rn. 

JED.. (GeVJ ~ 

3.76-3.79 3.774 1. 28 

4.1 -4.2 4.16 1.01 

4.4 -5.7 4.9 3.46 

6.4 -7.4 7.0 5.37 
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Since ,the lowest Ec •
m

. range is es~entially at the top of the 1/1(3772) reso-

nance, which decays into DO,26,27 the intel1'retation of the multiprong events 

there in terms of the semi-leptonic decay of the charmed D meson is quite 

straightforward. In the other Ec•m• ranges, the interpr~tation is more compli

cated because a) we aren I t sure of the exact production mechanism of D mesons 

(Le. e+e- ... DD*, D*D*, D*D*1m, .•• ), and b) there might be other charmed 

particles produced, such as F mesons or charmed baryons. 111" best we can do 

at this point in the analysis is to measure an average semi-Ieptonic branching 

ratio for "charmed particles" into electrons for each of the three highest 

center-af-mass energy ranges~ 

The multiprong events are selected using the following criteria: 

1) 'The momentum of the particle in the lead-glass wall is ;> 300 MeV/e. 

2) The particle in the lead-glas5 wall is identified as an electron 

using the criteria discussed in Section III.A. for multiprong events. 

3) At least two other c1,arged particles are detected in the Mark I 

detector or the lead-glass wall. 

4) For the E
c

•m• range 3.76-3.79 GeVonly. the momentum of each 

particle in the event (except the one identified as the electron) rot'st be less 

than the maximum momentum kinematically allowed for D meson d"cay. 

5) The eyent is rejected: 

a) If any particle in the event has a momentum greater than half 

the beam ,energy. and is coplanar with any other particle in the event wi thin 

100, or 

b) If any two particles in the event each have a momentum greater 

~lian hal f the bea,m enerilY, and any particle in the event (oth~T than the onc in 
'l." " 

tl;~"l,ca!l'-glass wall) 'is ide.ntified as an electron by the Mark I detector. 
'\, - ','" ~ .". 

,!,', Both, of the cri teria' i'n S) above were designed to eliminate QED events 

, \.' 
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The5e events are commonly called "multiprong Bhabha events." 

For each center-oi-mass energy range, the number of multiprong events 

which satisfy all of the above criteria are listed in the first line of 

Table IV un"'T the heading of electron candidat~s. 

Table IV. Multiprong events. See text ior event selection criteria and 
discussion of backgrounds. a.,(Pe > 300 MeV/c) is the cross section for 
multiprong "vents with an anomalous electron of momentum> 300 MeV/c, 
after the heavy lepton contribution is subtracted. These results are pre
liminary. 

Electron candidate events 

Background events 

Corrected events 

Expected events from 
heavy lepton T 

Center-af-mass ener2~ ranse 

3.76-3.79 4,1-4.2 ~ 

55 54 139 

23 ± 19 ± 52 ± 5 

46 ± 12 50 ± 12 119 ± 20 

0 6 ± 21 ± 6 

1.l3±0.34 1. 31±0. 39 O. 82±0. 20 

(GeV) 

6.4-7.4 

146 

58 ± 6 

113 ± 19 

18 ± 

O.47±O.1l 

The expected number of background events from the backgrounds discussed 

in Section III. C. (Le. from hadron misidentification, pion and kaon decay, 

and asymmetric photon conversions Or Dalitz decays) are listed in the second 

line of Table IV. It is seen that ~ 40% of the electron candidates are due 

to background. 

After subtracting the background event:. from the electron candidates, and 

correcting for the electron detection efficiency (€' ~ 75%) discussed in 

Secti<,n III. B., one has .he number of corrected events shown in the thi rd line 

of Table IV. 
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The production and decay of heavy leptons (T) will contribute a small 

number of events to the mul tiprong events, as we have see .. il" "~ction I 

that the branching ratio for T .. @> 2 charged particles) + neutralS is _IS%.23 

Using this branching ratio, we have calculated21 the expected contrihution of 

the T to the corrected events, and this is listed in line 4 in Table IV. It 

is seen that the T contribution is typically -1St. 

Subtracting the T contribution from the number of corrected events, and 

then correcting this result for a) the solid angle of the lead-glass wall 

(0.05S sr), b) for the detection efficiency of the other particles besides 

the electron (typically ,,75-85%), and c) for several efficiencies for the 

data cuts whose product is _80%, we can use the integrated luminosities given 

at the beginning of this Sectioa to cal culate the cross sections for mul ti-

prong events with an electron of momentum greater than 300 MeV/C. These arc 

listed in the last line of Table IV. It is seen that we observe a substantial 

anomalous electron signal in all four energy ranges. 

The momentum distributions for the electrons in the multiprong events 

are presented in Figure 6. The data in Figure 6 have been corrected for back-

grounds and efficiencies, but the _15% contamination due to the heavy lepton 

(T) contribution at the higher center-of-mass energies has not been subtracted. 

It is seen that the electron spectrum hardens with increasillg center-of-mass 

energy, and that there are indications that the peak momentum might be shifting 

slightly higher at the same time. 

B. B(O+eX) at the 1)1(3772). The lowest center-of-mass energy range in 

this analysis, 3.76-3.79 GeV, corresponds to the 1/J(3772) resonance.
15 

The 1)1(3772) 

appears to decay aimost entirely into DD,26,27 which strongly suggests that 

the muitiprong events at the ~'(3772) come from the decay of charmed D mesons 
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PRELIMINARY 

Eem = 3.77 GeV 

46t.12 events 

..I. 

ttt+ 
Eem c 4.16 GeV 

50 ± 12 events 

+ 
4.4< Eem < 5.7 GeV 
119 ± 20 even t s 

ttt++ 
:-+-

6.4<Ecm < 7.4 GeV 

113±19 events t 
t +++ 
0.5 

... 
1.0 1.5 
Pe (GeV/c) 

2.0 2.5 

IIflL179-ZJ'Z 

The corrected momentum distributions above 300 MeV/c for the 
electrons in the multiprong events, for the four center-of
mass energy regions. The data are corrected for backgrounds 
and efficiences. but not for the -lS% heavy lepton contribution 
in the three highest energy regions. 
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":c,"",, ' corrected JIII)~n~WD:,distribution for th,e electrons in the multiprong events 
-: ", l' ',. 

i .. 

at the"~(3772) ,al{;ng with ,the IIIOlIIentwn spectra expected fro. D meson pro-
.'., \ • \~: • l , . 

duction in e+e- +'~~(3772) + DD with 'subsequent se",i-leptonicdecay into ?rev, 
", ," , \\ . e 

Ke~ei:(ir ic*eVe,,{fOr,:both V '''',A and V - A (orms for the current which couples 

,D to' X*).:28 Thed~~aare cor,sistent Io'ith the C~1>ij,bo-favo~d decay IIOdes 

1.~ D>~J<eVe (confidence'levei = 49\) .. D + K*e"e (V~A) (CL:54\). or D+K*eVe (Vof.A) 

,CCL='7!l\), but ,are inconsistent with coming entirely froll the Cnbibbo

suppressed IIOde D + ?reve (CL=i\). The data are also inconsistent with the 

purely leptomc decay [) + ,eve which would produce a flat electron ';'1ectrum 

from'about 810 IIeV/c to 1080 MeV/c. If we combine the Xeve and X'eve (V-A) 

'spectra for a fit to the dat'!, We find the KeVe fraction to be (4S±35)%. 

Assuming that the multiprong signal at the 'P(377l) COmes entilely from 

, D meson productio~ an,d,deCay,29and that the 1/1(37'72) decays entirely into Do, 

we can calculate the semileptonic branching ratio for D meson decay into an 

'electron plus other particles: 

where " 

a (p > 300 MeV/c)/A(p cut) 
B(D + eX) '= -=e~'e~_.....,=",,", ____ _ 

a(D) 

ae(Pe> 300 MeV/c) =1..13 ±0.34 nb from Table IV 

A(P cut) ,is the correction for the part of the electron, spectrum 
which falls below our cutoff value of 300 MeV/c. As a 

'Diodel, we take the average' of ,the decay spectrum for 
D + KcVe andK*eVe(V-A) as shown in Figure i. We obtain 

,A(P"cut) = 0,82 ' , 
:',';" ><::.~ 

, j' 0: (D) 'is the cross section for D PI'9duction. >lhich we have 
" " " previously determined to be 20;6 ± 4.3 nb. 26 

,~e ,thus find:3,~:: IB(D + eX) = ,(6. '1 ± 2.4)ij 

C • ~(charme" partici7s:,+,e~) at several ,Ec •m., As we dis,cussed, it is 

. , 
2.~, ;~.,;;:. 

,c-; ;;;:.{.. -:;:,' 
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PRELIMINARY 

30~---~----~----~----~ 

20 

10 

00 0.3 

Eem= 3.77 

46 ± 12 

GeV 

events 

( V-A) 

( V+A) 

0.6 0.9 1.2 
Pe (GeV Ie) 

XBL779-2334 

Fig. 7 The corrected momentum distribution above 300 MeV/c for the 
electrons in the multiprong events at the 1/1(3772). The curves 
show the electron momentum spectra expected from D meson pro
duction (via e+e-"'DTI) and decay (via D+1Teve, Keve and K*eVeJ, 
based on the calculations of Ali and Yang. 28 The curveS are 
normalized above 300 MeV/c to the total number of events. 
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particles" int~ e.1ectrons for each of the three highest center-of-mass enel'gy 

ranges; because'we can't sepi-rate' D decays frol,other charmed particle decays 

In our,data. !!Ie write: 

where: 

B(c ... ~X) E R/2 Rchal'lll 

c :: "cha~d"particleSf1 

cross section for' production of a pair of charmed particl es 
Rcharm = 

a(e+e-'''' 11+11-) 

To evaluate Re we again need A(p cut), which is the correction for the 

part of the electron spectrum which falls below our cutoff value of 300 MeV/c. 

To determine A(P cut) I<e need to know the momentum spectrum of the electron 

in the "charmed particle" decays, and we need to knol< how the "charmed particles" 

are produced so that we can properly Lorentz boost the spectra. As an approxi

mation' we have chosen a reasonable production process for D meson production 

for each of the four. center-of-mass energy ranges, and assumed the 0' s decay 

Kev K·eVe(V-A) , The assumed production processes 
31 to . e or are: 

E (GeV) Production Process c.m. 

3.772 
.,-:".~, -";\' 

DO 

4.16 D*D* 

4.4-5,7 D·O· 

6.4-7.4 0·0·1111 

The resulting spectra are shown in Figures 8-10, along with our data~8 The 
". .. . 

agreemerit is, satisfact~.ry, and we' average the Keve and K~eVe(V-A) spectra to 

i>btain A(P cut~,' an~ thus )e" :The result is the first column in Table V, 
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Eem = 4.16 GeV 

50:!:: I 2 eve n t s 
D-K*eZl (V-A) 
D--K eZl 

1.5 
Pe ( GeV Ie) 

X B L 779- 2336 

The corrected momentum distribution above 300 MeV!c for the 
electrons in the multiprong events at Ec •rn• ~ 4.16 GeV. The 
_1St heavy lepton contribution has not been subtracted. The 
curves silo,'; the electron momentum spectra expected from 0 meson 
production (via e+e-+O·D·) and decay (via D+!Ce\%>and K*eve (V-A», 
based on the calculations of Ali and Yang. 28 The curves are 
normalized above 300 MeV/e to the total number of events. 
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40 
4.4<E cm < 5.7 GeV 

119 ± 20 events 

" * D -K ell (V-A) 

r:::-" 30 
D ...... K ell 
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O.S 1.8 2.4 
'Pe (GeV/c) 

X B L 779- 2333 

The corrected momentum distribution above 300 MeVlc for the 
electrons'in the multiprong events in the Ec.m. region 4.4-5.7 GeV. 
The -15% heavy lepton contribution has not been subtracted, The 
curves show, the "electron"mcimentum spectra expecte,1 from 0 meson 

"prod\,ction ':(via e+e-:>O*O*) .. nd decay (via lJ+KeVeand K*eVe (V-A» , 
, based on the calculations' or Ali and Yang. 28 The curves are 

nai'nlalizedabo"e 300 ,MeVlc'to the total nuroer of events. 

.::,--, 
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Fig. 10 Ti,e corrected momentum distribution above 300 MeV!c for the 
electrons in the 'multiprong events in the Ec •m• region 6.4-
7.4 GeV. The ~15% heavy lepton contribution has not been 
subtracted. The curves show the electron momentum spectra 
expected from [J meson production (via e+e-+O'O'7T1T) and decay 
(via ~Kev and K'eve(V-A)}, based on the cal,culations of Ali 
and Yang. 28 The curves are nOl'lllalized above 300 MeV!c to 
the total number of events. 
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Table V. Mul tiprong events. For definitions of the quanti ties. see the 
text. The results are prelimina,ry. 

E c .. m. 
range (GeV) Re Rcharm B (c .. ~X), (%) 

3.76-3.79 [1/1(3772)] 0.23:1:0.07 1. 7±0.3 6.7±2.4 

4.1-4.2 0.32±0.1O 2.l±0.S 7.7±3.0 

4.4-S.7 0.28±0.07 1.9±0.S 7.4±2.8 

6.4-7.4 0.33±0.D8 1.9±0.4 8.7f3.2 

To evaluate Rcharm we assume: 

where: 
+ -R = o(e e ... hadrons)/0)J)J 

R, is the contribution to R from e'"e- ... ,'",-, and equals ~C3-a2) 
with Il = vic. 

We assume m, = 1. 9 GeV. 

ROld is the constant value of R below the charm threshold. We take 
ROld = 2.6. 

The values of R
charm 

so determined are listed in the second column in Table V. 32 

Having Re and Rcharm, we thus can calculate B(c ... eX), which is lis1:ed in 

, the last column in Table V. Figure 11 shows B(c ... eX)' as a function of the 

centel""'o:,,:~-~SS energy. There does not seem to be any large variation of the 

branching ratio with energy. 

The values of B,(c ... eX) obtained here agree within errors with those 

obtained at DORIS ,13.'3,3 but se,'m :t~ be systematically lower. This is probably 
··-1 

due to the long s'tanding fact thut/ the measuremen1:s of the total hadronic cross 
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Fig. 11 The semi-Ieptonic branching ratio of charmed particles into electrons 
as a function of the center-of-mass energy. 
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section Cand thus R) at SPI!AR with the Mark I detector have always been 

higher then those measured at DORIS. 34 

VI. SlMotARY. 

1) We observe anomalous' electron production in two-prong events which 

·is consistent with' the' heavy lept'on hypothesis. Asswning all these events 

arise from the pr!'duct:lon and de<;ay of a heavy lepton, T, we have measured the 

branching ratios:
22 

BeCT." e"e"T) = (21.6 ±, 5.3)% 

Bh (T .. single charged h!,dron + neutrals) = (43 ± 18)% 

2) \'Ie ob~erve anomalous electron production in multiprong events. At 

the $(3772) the electron momentum spectrwn is consistent with the Cabibbo-

favored semi-leptonic decays of the charmed D meson, and using efficiencies 

averaged over D" Kev
e 

and K*e"eeV-A), we have measured the semi-leptonic 

branching ratio of the D into electrons: 30 

BCD" eX) = (6.7 ± 2.4)% 

For higher center-of-mass energies we have obtained average semi-leptonic 

branching ratios for charmed particles into electrons under similar assumptions. 

,Our preliminary results are: 

Ec•m• (GeV) Brc .. eX) (%) 

4.1-4.2 7.7 ± 3.0 

4.4-5.7 7.4 ± 2.8 

6.4-7.4 8.7 ± 3.2 

I since~ely acknowledge the 1 arge contribution that has been made by the 

'members of the.'Lead-GlaSS \'Iall collaborationl in obtaining the results presented 

here. I also thank Mrs. Josephine Barrera for her help in typing this paper . 

. :; 
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